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BIKEWEAR
CLOTHING



FAITH
JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
All-over printed jersey for women in a special design, made of a breathable, 
soft and comfortable 100% polyester Borgini® fabric. It features details like 
optimum moisture regulation, fast drying, lighweight. Jersey with a front 
half zipper and 2 back pockets.
COLORS: pink, blue
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

JODY
JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
All-over printed jersey for women in a special design, made of a breathable, 
soft and comfortable 100% polyester Borgini® fabric. It features details like 
optimum moisture regulation, fast drying, lighweight. Jersey with a front 
half zipper and 2 back pockets.
COLORS: white, pink
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

MEGAN
CYCLING SHORTS
A  special Kellys team designed multi-panel bibshort for women using 
a quality fabric polyamide / elasthane with a breathable and antibacterial 
multi-level padding. With an anti-slip elastic leg grippers to hold bibshorts in 
the right position and to provide you with the best comfort.
COLORS: black, grey
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

MEGAN 3/4
CYCLING SHORTS
A  special Kellys team designed multi-panel bibshort for women using 
a quality fabric polyamide / elasthane with a breathable and antibacterial 
multi-level padding. With an anti-slip elastic leg grippers to hold bibshorts in 
the right position and to provide you with the best comfort.
COLORS: black
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

JODY white

JODY pink

FAITH pink

FAITH blue

MEGAN grey
MEGAN black

MEGAN 3/4 black
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PRO LADY
JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
All-over printed jersey for women in a  special Kellys tam design, made of 
a breathable, soft and comfortable 100% polyester Borgini® fabric. It features 
details like optimum moisture regulation, fast drying, lighweight. Jersey with 
a front half zipper and 2 back pockets.
COLORS: blue, pink
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PRO LADY
CYCLING SHORTS
A special Kellys team designed multi-panel bibshort for women 
using a quality fabric polyamide / elasthane with a breathable 
and antibacterial multi-level padding. With an anti-slip elastic 
leg grippers to hold bibshorts in the right position and to 
provide you with the best comfort.
COLORS: blue, pink
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PRO LADY blue

PRO LADY pink
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PRO SPORT red

PRO SPORT grey

PRO SPORT orange

PRO SPORT lime

PRO SPORT
JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
Jersey in a special Kellys team design, made of a breathable, soft and comfortable 
100% polyester fabric. It features details like otimum moisture regulation, fast 
drying, lighweight. Jersey has a front half zipper and 2 back pockets.
COLORS: lime, orange, red, blue
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PRO SPORT
BIBSHORT
A special Kellys team designed multi-panel bibshort using a quality fabric 
polyamide / elasthane with a breathable and antibacterial multi-level padding. 
With an anti-slip elastic leg grippers to hold bibshorts in the right position and to 
provide you with the best comfort. 
COLORS: black
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PRO SPORT black
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PRO TEAM
JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE
All-over printed jersey in a  special Kellys tam design, made of a  breathable, soft and 
comfortable 100% polyester. It features details like otimum moisture regulation, fast drying, 
lighweight. Jersey has a front half zipper and 3 back pockets. 
COLORS: grey, yellow, red
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PRO TEAM
BIBSHORT
A special Kellys team designed multi-panel bibshort using a quality fabric 
polyamide / elasthane with a breathable and antibacterial multi-level 
padding. With an anti-slip elastic leg grippers to hold bibshorts in the right 
position and to provide you with the best comfort.
COLORS: grey, yellow, red
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PRO TEAM ISOWIND
JACKET
In a special Kellys professional team design. It is made of the Isowind® 
windproof fabric with a rear panel made of the SuperRoubaix® super stretch 
thermo fabric for a great insulation and optimal breathability. The jacket 
has a full-lengh zipper closure and a high collar keeps wind and moisture off 
the neck. A back pocket with a zipper has a reflective stripe for your safety. 
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PRO TEAM red

PRO TEAM grey PRO TEAM yellow

PRO TEAM yellow

PRO TEAM grey

PRO TEAM red
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PRO TEAM
JERSEY LONG SLEEVE
All-over printed jersey made of thermomicrowave fabric, can be 
worn all around the year. It offers optimum moisture regulation, fast 
drying, lightweight and comfortable fit. It has a front full-length 
zipper closure and 3 back pockets. 
COLORS: grey, yellow, red
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

PRO TEAM red PRO TEAM grey

PRO TEAM yellow
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THERMO RBX
bibtights with 
padding

THERMO RBX
bibtights without 
padding

THERMO RBX
BIBTIGHTS
Made of the SuperRoubaix® super-stretch thermo fabric. 
These special multi-panel bibtights provides you with a 
comfortable fit. With or without a breathable and anti-
bacterial Hygienic® multilevel padding. Kellys reflective logo 
at the back panel for your safety.
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

THERMO CAP
It is designed to be worn under helmet. 
Made of a combination of the Isowind® on 
the front, Husky® Swisspile on the sides 
and SuperRoubaix® on top for a great heat 
insulation and optimal breathability. With a 
Kellys reflective logo for your safety.
One size fits all 

THERMO LEG 
WARMERS RBX
Made of the SuperRoubaix® fast-recovery super-
stretch thermo fabric. For a protection against 
cold. With an antislip leg grippers at the upper 
part to hold warmers in the right position. With 
a Kellys reflective logo for your safety. 
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

THERMO ARM 
WARMERS RBX
Made of the Super Roubaix® fast-recovery 
super-stretch thermo fabric. For a protection 
against cold. With an antislip arm grippers at the 
upper part to hold warmers in the right position. 
With a Kellys reflective logo for your safety. 
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL
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THERMO ISOWIND
bibtights with 
padding

THERMO ISOWIND
bibtights without 
padding

THERMO ISOWIND
BIBTIGHTS
The front part is made of the Isowind® windproof fabrics 
and the rear part from SuperRoubaix® super-stretch 
thermo fabric for colder and windy days. With or without a 
breathable and anti-bacterial Hygienic® multilevel padding. 
Kellys reflective logo for your safety.
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

SHOE COVERS ISOWIND
Made of the Isowind® widproof fabric to keep your 
feet warm. The covers have a full-lenght zipper 
at the back for comfortable fit with a reflective 
velctro strap and Kellys logo for your safety.
AVAILABLE SIZES: S/37-38,  M/39-40, 
                                       L/41-42, XL/43-44,
                                      XXL/45-46

THERMO KNEE 
WARMERS ISOWIND
The front part is made of the Isowind® 
functional windproof fabrics and the rear part 
from SuperRoubaix® super-stretch thermo 
fabric to protect your knees from wind. With 
an anti-slip elastic grippers at the upper part 
to hold warmers in the right position. With a 
reflective Kellys logo for your safety.
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

THERMO KNEE
WARMERS RBX
Made of the SuperRoubaix® super-stretch 
thermo fabric. For a protection against cold. 
With an antislip leg grippers at the upper part 
to hold warmers in the right position. With a 
Kellys reflective logo for your safety.  
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

Coolmax®
wicks sweat away from body keeps you cool, 
dry and comfortable, Iightweights,
soft and breathable,
DuPont performance tested and certified

SuperRoubaix®
fast-recovery super-stretch fabric
air permeable, strong, soft
comfortable and easy care

Isowind®
functional fabric with a comfort
and easy care properties:
• waterproof, windproof, water vapour permeable 
• longitudinally and diagonally elastic
• keep its shape

Husky® Swisspile
high-quality fibre fleece made on finest Polyster yarn:
• antipilling, very good heat insulation, optimal 
   breathability
• freedom of movement, kind to the skin
• super soft touch, light and easy to care
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RACE PRO
SOCKS
In a special Kellys professional team design. Made of Coolmax®, polyamide 
for great breathability and long durability. Anatomically shaped socks have a 
special elastic strap for perfect, stable and comfortable fit. 
COLORS: red, yellow, grey
AVAILABLE SIZES: 38 - 42, 43 – 47

FUN
SOCKS
Invisible socks in exclusive Kellys design. Made of Coolmax®, polyamide for 
great breathability and long durability. Anatomically shaped socks have a 
special elastic strap for perfect, stable and comfortable fit. Also for every 
day wear. 
COLORS: grey, black, white
AVAILABLE SIZES: 38 - 42, 43 – 47

TOUR
SOCKS
Soft sole to prevent pressure. Made of Coolmax®, polyamide for great 
breathability and long durability. Anatomically shaped socks have a special 
elastic strap for perfect, stable and comfortable fit.
COLORS: white-grey, black-red, black-white
AVAILABLE SIZES: 38 - 42, 43 – 47

TWILIGHT
REFLEX TAPE
2 pc. reflective flexible straps
adjustable length by Velcro
SIZE: 4x40cm, 4x50cm

SHADOW
REFLECTIVE ARMBAND
2 pcs of reflective armband
SIZE: 3x35cm
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FORCE
SUNGLASSES
100% UVA and UVB protection up to 400nm
Lightweight frame made of Grilamid TR90
Interchangeable polycarbonate lenses
Antiwater lens coating
Antiscratch lens coating
Antifog lens coating+vented lenses
Comfortable and adjustable nosepads 
Injected rubber ends
COLORS: Shiny Red (smoke/transparent),
                  Shiny Black (mint/orange),
                  Shiny White (bronze/yellow)
                  Shiny Black photochromatic

PROJECTILE
SUNGLASSES
100% UVA and UVB protection up to 400nm
Lightweight frame made of Grilamid TR90
Antiwater lens coating
Antiscratch lens coating
Antifog lens coating 
Comfortable and adjustable nosepads 
Injected rubber ends 
COLORS: Matte Black (polarized smoke), Crystal Ash (fire),
                   Shiny White (smoke blue REVO)

FORCE Shiny Red (Smoke)

FORCE Shiny Red (Transparent)

FORCE Shiny Black (mint)

FORCE Shiny Black (photochromatic)

FORCE Shiny Black (orange)

FORCE Shiny White (bronze)

FORCE Shiny White (yellow)

PROJECTILE Shiny White (smoke blue REVO)

PROJECTILE Crystal Ash (fire)

PROJECTILE Matte Black (polarized smoke)

PROJECTILE Shiny White (smoke blue REVO)
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WRAITH
SUNGLASSES
100% UVA and UVB protection up to 400nm
Lightweight frame made of Grilamid TR90
Interchangeable polycarbonate lenses
Antiwater lens coating
Antiscratch lens coating
Antifog lens coating 
Comfortable and adjustable nosepads 
Changeable rubber ends
COLORS: Crystal Ash (mint/orange),
                  Shiny White (smoke flash mirror/yellow)
                  Shiny Lime (smoke green REVO/orange)

Filter Category Tint Use
Light Transmittance

From % To %

0 Clear/ Very Light Cloudy, Evening 80 100

1 Light Tint Cloudy Conditions 43 80

2 Medium Tint Regular Conditions 18 43

3 Dark Tint
Sunny Conditions (sea, 

mountains)
8 18

4 Very Dark* Very Sunny (glacier) 3 8

*Inappropriate for driving a vehicle and for using in road traffic

WRAITH Shiny Lime (orange)

WRAITH Shiny Lime (smoke green REVO)

WRAITH Shiny White (smoke flash mirror)

WRAITH Shiny White (smoke flash mirror)

WRAITH Shiny White (yellow)

WRAITH Crystal Ash (mint)

WRAITH Crystal Ash (mint)

WRAITH Crystal Ash (orange)
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COMFORT
GLOVES
made of Lycra Mesh, ergonomically formed palm from synthetical leather 
Amara with gel padding and Super Airy Mesh, reinforced thumb area with 
a towel.
COLORS: red, black, blue, grey, sky blue, lime green
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

INSTINCT LONG
GLOVES
Lightweight model made of Lycra Mesh, streamlined pull on with 3D logo 
on compression cuff, ergonomically formed palm made of synthetical 
leather Amara, with gel padding and silicon printing for better grip, 
fingertips printing for extra control, thumb area with a towel 
COLORS: white/black, black/white, white/pink, white/blue, black/blue
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

IMPULS LONG
GLOVES
All round classic model made of 4-way, streamlined pull on with 3D logo 
on Compression cuff, ergonomically formed palm made of synthetical 
leather Amara with gel padding and silicon printing for better grip, 
fingertips printing for extra control, thumb area with a towel 
COLORS: lime green, sky blue, light grey
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

RACE
GLOVES
made of Fourway, ergonomically formed palm from synthetical leather 
Amara with foam padding and Super Airy Mesh, reinforced thumb area 
with a towel, direct inject Kellys logo.
COLORS: red, black, blue, grey
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

INSTINCT SHORT
GLOVES
Lightweight model made of Lycra Mesh, streamlined pull on with 3D logo 
on compression cuff, ergonomically formed palm made of synthetical 
leather Amara, with gel padding and silicon printing for better grip, thumb 
area with a towel 
COLORS: black/white, white/black, white/blue, black/blue, white/pink
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

IMPULS SHORT
GLOVES
All round model made of 4-way, streamlined pull on with 3D logo on 
Compression cuff, ergonomically formed palm made of synthetical 
leather Amara with gel padding and silicon printing for better grip, thumb 
area with a towel 
COLORS: sky blue, lime green, light grey
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL
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SEASON
GLOVES
made of Lycra Mesh, ergonomically  formed palm made of synthetical 
leather Amara with gel and Super Airy Mesh reinforced thumb area with a 
towel reflective piping for safety wristband with velcro closing
COLORS: red, grey, blue, black, yellow, white
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

FROSTY
WINTER GLOVES
winter gloves for cold and frosty weather made of membrane high-tech 
Winbreaker material, gel and silicone reinforcement of palm and partially 
fingers for a better grip, double stitched palm for durability, wristband for 
a better protection.
COLORS: black, blue, grey, red
AVAILABLE SIZES: S, M, L, XL

ERAGON
GLOVES
made of Spandex, with 3D application for better protection, with flexible 
embossed neoprene knuckles, ergonomically formed palm from synthetical 
leather Amara with gel foam padding, reinforced thumb area, with silicon 
printing for better grip.
COLORS:  white, red, blue
AVAILABLE SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL

SUNNY LONG
LADIES GLOVES
made of Lycra Mesh, ergonomically  formed palm made of synthetical 
leather Amara with gel and Super Airy Mesh reinforced thumb area with a 
towel reflective piping for safety wristband with velcro closing.
COLORS: red, grey, blue, white, black
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

SUNNY SHORT
LADIES GLOVES
made of Lycra Mesh, ergonomically  formed palm made of synthetical 
leather Amara with gel and Super Airy Mesh reinforced thumb area with a 
towel reflective piping for safety wristband with velcro closing
COLORS: red, grey, blue, white, black
AVAILABLE SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL
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ROCKET
HELMET
made by In-mold technology
IRS - In-molded Reinforced Skeleton is an advanced skeleton that is fused with the helmet for extra 
strength in the event of impact
WWV22 - Wide Wind Ventilation - helmet features 22 air vents as a combination of active vents and 
internal exhaust channels that force cool air over and around your head and warm air out.
STS - Simply Twist System provides quick and comfortable head size adjustment inner antibacterial 
padding for comfortable wearing, anti-insect internal netting. 
COLORS: red, black, blue, white, yellow
SIZES: S/M (56-58cm), L/XL (58-62cm)

DIVA
HELMET
made by In-mold technology
20 vents for perfect head ventilation
inner padding for comfortable wearing,
double-pull adjust system,
anti-insect internal netting, visor
COLORS: white, black, blue, red
SIZES: S/M (56-58cm), M/L (58-61cm)

REBUS
HELMET
made by In-mold technology
20 vents for perfect head ventilation
inner padding for comfortable wearing
double-pull adjust system, anti-insect internal 
netting, visor
COLORS: black-silver, grey-silver,
                   white-black, white-brown
SIZES: S/M ( 56-58cm), M/L (58-61cm)

DYNAMIC
HELMET
made by In-mold technology, 20 vents for 
perfect head ventilation, head adjustment, inner 
padding for comfortable wearing, anti-insect 
internal netting, visor  
COLORS: white/red, white/alpine purple,
                  white/arctic blue, white/green
                  black/sun yellow, black/green
SIZES: S/M (54-58cm), M/L (58-61cm)
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SMARTY
KIDS HELMET
made by In-mold technology, 14 vents for 
full ventilation, easy and quick head size 
adjustment, inner padding, anti-insect internal 
netting, integrated visor. 
COLORS: graffiti white, graffiti red, graffiti 
                      black, graffiti blue, blue smile, red smile
SIZES: S (51-54cm), M (54-58cm)

BUGGIE
KIDS HELMET
made by In-mold technology, 12 vents for full ventilation,
easy and quick head size adjustment, inner 
padding, anti-insect internal netting, integrated visor
COLORS: pink flower, white flower, red flower, green flower,
                  red beetle, green beetle, rainbow dots
SIZES: S (48-52cm), M (52-56cm)

MARK
KIDS HELMET
DialRing System - easy, quick adjusting and safe fixation on the head, shock 
absorption, 14 vents for full ventilation, anti-insect netting, integrated visor, 
antibacterial padding 
weight 254g - 284g 
COLORS: blue, red, white, black, green, orange
SIZES: XS/S (47-51cm), S/M (51-54cm)

SPIRIT
HELMET
made by In-mold technology, 21 vents for perfect head ventilation
head adjustment, inner padding for comfortable wearing, visor
COLORS: red, black, grey, pearl white
SIZES: S/M (56-58cm), M/L (58-60cm)

ACCESS
HELMET
made by In-mold technology, 20 vents for perfect head ventilation
inner padding for comfortable wearing, double-pull adjust system,
anti-insect internal netting, visor
COLORS: orange, blue, brown, red
SIZES: S/M (55-58cm), M/L (58-60cm) 
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STRATOS
RUCKSACK
made of polyester material, provides several 
inner sections with a hydro system compartment 
- suitable for the water bladder capacity 3.0 l. 
Reinforced and ergonomically shaped back system 
with an airy mesh and alloy construction provides 
the air comfort and keeps the correct positioning. 
3M reflective piping for safety. Integrated „rain 
cover“ protects against the moisture and dirty.
COLORS: black-grey, red-grey
Expandable volume: 25,0 l + 5,0 l

KB-211
RUCKSACK
Waterproof Design - lightweight rucksack for 
bike-marathons, made of waterproof nylon 
material, Air Comfort System - with airy mesh 
protecting from perspiration, anatomically - 
shaped back of the rucksack, with adjustable 
chest belt with integrated Mobile Phone case 
and adjustable waist belt offer flexibility, H2O 
System - a special compartment for a water 
bladder. Rucksack provides plastic net straps, 
compartment for helmet, 3M reflective safety 
stripe. 
COLORS: silver, black
Volume: 15,0 l

SPRINT
RUCKSACK
made of waterproof polyester material, provides 
two inner sections with a Hydro system - suitable 
for water bladder 2.0l, arm belt with integrated 
Mobile Phone case, Air Comfort System - 
reinforced and ergonomically shaped back part 
with airy mesh protecting from perspiration, 
3M reflective piping for safety. 
COLORS: grey-black, blue-black
Volume: 6,0 l

RAFT
RUCKSACK
made of waterproof polyester material, front 
panel made of a special Neoprene material. 
Lightweight rucksack for cross-country and 
marathons provides two inner sections with a 
Hydro System - suitable for a water bladder 2.0 
l, arm belt with integrated Mobile Phone case, 
ergonomically shaped back part with airy mesh 
protecting from perspiration, 3M reflective 
straps for safety.
COLORS: black-silver
Volume: 7,0 l

KB-210
RUCKSACK
Waterproof Design - lightweight rucksack for bike 
- marathon, made of waterproof nylon material, 
Air Comfort System - with airy mesh protecting 
from perspiration, anatomically shaped  
back of the rucksack with adjustable waist belt 
and chest belt with integrated Mobile Phone 
case offer flexibility, H2O System - a special 
compartment for a water bladder. Rucksack 
provides a flexible cord for helmet, 3M reflective 
safety stripe, grip for safety light.
COLORS: black, silver
Volume: 15,0 l

STREET
RUCKSACK
made of waterproof polyester material, big 

and smaller part with watterproof zippers are 
both divided in two inner sections with a Hydro 
System - suitable for a water bladder 2.0 l. 
Rucksack provides straps for helmet fixing, 
arm belt with integrated Mobile Phone case, Air 
Comfort System - reinforced and ergonomically 
shaped back part with airy mesh protecting from 
perspiration, 3M reflective piping for safety.
COLORS: red, silver
Volume: 12,0 l
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LOLLY
SADDLE BAG
made of waterproof polyester material 
w/strapes fitting system
Volume cca 0,3 l
COLORS: black with reflective piping,
                  black w/black piping

LOLLY TL
SADDLE BAG
made of waterproof polyester material 
Twist Lock quick release system
Volume cca 0,3 l
COLORS: black w/sky blue piping, black w/ black
                  piping, black w/white piping, black w/
                  red piping, black w/lime green piping,
                  black w/reflective piping

KWB-03
WATER BLADDER
capacity 2.0 l
made of durable material 
with threaded cap on the front panel
including 100cm PVC tube with valve
water lock system

KWB-09
WATER BLADDER
capacity 2.0l
made of durable material Peva with 
antimicrobial film keeps bladder clean and fresh 
by continuously inhibiting the growth of bacteria 
can cause stains and odors, Slide Lock for easy 
and comfort cleaning, cap on the front panel with 
thread for easy and fast filling the bladder with 
the liquid, including 100cm PVC tube with valve 
water lock system

CHILLY
SADDLE BAG
made of waterproof polyester material 
Twist Lock quick release system
Volume cca 0,5 l
COLORS: black w/sky blue piping, black w/black 
                  piping, black w/white piping, black w/
                  red piping, black w/lime green piping,  
                  black w/reflective piping

TRUNK
SADDLE BAG
made of waterproof polyester material, straps fitting system, Volume cca 1 l
COLORS: black w/reflective piping, black w/black piping

WAGON
SADDLE BAG
made of waterproof polyester material, straps fitting system,
Expandable volume cca 1,9 l
COLORS: black with reflective piping, black w/black piping
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BOMB
SADDLE BAG
made of waterproof polyester material 
straps fitting system
Volume cca 0,4 l
COLORS: black w/sky blue piping, black w/black 
                  piping, black w/white piping, black w/ 
                  red piping, black w/lime green piping,
                  black w/ reflective piping

SPACY-S
SADDLE BAG
Waterproof Design - saddle bag made of 
waterproof polyester material. Bag has a flexible 
inside strap for tools, reflective piping and 3M 
safety stripe. Twist Lock quick release system, 
volume 0,8l. 
COLORS: black w/reflective piping

GRADE TL
SADDLE BAG
made of waterproof polyester material 
w/Twist Lock quick release system
Volume cca 0,4 l
COLORS: black with reflective piping,
                  black w/black piping

SPACY-M
SADDLE BAG
Waterproof Design - saddle bag made of 
waterproof polyester material. Bag has a flexible 
inside strap for tools, reflective piping and 3M 
safety stripe. Twist Lock quick release system, 
expandable volume 0,9l + 0,3l.
COLORS: black w/reflective piping

GRADE
SADDLE BAG
made of waterproof polyester material 
straps fitting system
Volume cca 0,4 l
COLORS: black w/sky blue piping, black w/black 
                   piping, black w/white piping, black w/red 
                   piping, black w/lime green piping, 
                  black w/reflective piping

SPACY-L
SADDLE BAG
Waterproof Design - saddle bag made of 
waterproof polyester material. Bag has a flexible 
inside strap for tools, reflective piping and 3M 
safety stripe. Twist Lock quick release system, 
expandable volume 1,1l + 0,5l. 
COLORS: black w/reflective piping

HANDY-M
SADDLE BAG
Waterproof Design - saddle bag made of waterproof polyester material. Bag 
has a flexible inside strap for tools and 3M reflective safety stripe. 
Twist Lock quick release system, volume 0,7l. 
COLORS: black w/black piping, black w/reflective piping, 
                  black w/sky blue piping, black w/ lime green piping

HANDY-L
SADDLE BAG
Waterproof Design - saddle bag made of waterproof polyester material. Bag 
has a fl exible inside strap for tools, flexible outside strap for minipump and 
3M reflective safety stripe. Twist Lock quick release system, expandable 
volume 1,0l + 0,4l. 
COLORS: black w/black piping, black w/reflective piping, 
                  black w/sky blue piping, black w/ lime green piping
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BIG
FRAME BAG
made of polyester material, bag provides a reinforced edges, 2 inner sections, 
reflective piping and 3M stripe for your safety,  velcro straps for fastening.  
Volume cca 1,1 l
COLORS: grey, blue, red, black

UNI I
FRAME BAG
made of polyester material, bag provides a reinforced edges, 2 inner sections, 
reflective piping and 3M stripe for your safety, velcro straps for fastening.
Volume cca 0,8 l
COLORS: grey, blue, red, black

UNI II
FRAME BAG
made of polyester material, bag provides a reinforced edges, 2 inner sections, 
reflective piping and 3M stripe for your safety, velcro straps for fastening. 
Volume cca 0,9 l
COLORS: grey, red, blue, black

TRIANGEL
FRAME BAG
made of polyester material, bag provides a rigid construction with inside 
reinforcement, 1 inner section, reflective piping and 3M stripe for your safety, 
velcro straps for fastening. 
Volume cca 0,6 l  
COLORS: red, blue, grey, black

ZONE 1 
FRAME BAG 
made of polyester material, 2 inner sections, 
reflective piping and 3M 
stripe for your safety, velcro straps for fastening. 
Volume approx. 1,3 l  
COLORS: black

ZONE 2 
FRAME BAG 
made of polyester material, 2 inner sections, 
reflective piping and 3M 
stripe for your safety, velcro straps for fastening. 
Volume approx. 2,0 l  
COLORS: black

LADY
FRAME BAG
made of waterproof polyester material, 
2 inner sections, rigid construction with inside 
reinforcement, 3M reflective stripes for your 
safety, velcro straps for fastening.
Volume cca 0,6 l
COLORS: black
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TRIAL
REAR PANNIER BAG
Waterproof Design - bag made of waterproof polyester material. Bag provides 
a rigid construction with inside reinforcement, 2 main compartments with 2 
smaller side pockets and 2 rear pockets and removable top part - can be used 
separately, with flexible cord and grips for another luggage, with reflective 
piping and 3M safety stripes. Fastening on rear carrier. Volume approx. 45 l.
COLORS: black, black-grey

TRIAL BASE
REAR PANNIER BAG
Waterproof design - bag made of waterproof polyster material. Bag provides 
a  rigid construction with an inside reinforcement, 2 main compartments 
with 2 smaller side pockets, grips for another luggage, with reflective piping 
and 3M stripes for higher safety. Volume cca 30 l
COLORS: black, black-grey

KB-204
REAR PANNIER BAG
Waterproof Design - bag made of waterproof ployester material. This bag 
has a rigid construction with inside reinforcement, 2 main compartments 
with 2 smaller side pockets, grips for another luggage, with reflective piping 
and 3M stripes for your safety. Fastening on rear carrier. Volume approx. 35 l.
COLORS: black, black-grey

KB-205
REAR PANNIER BAG
Waterproof Design - bag made of waterproof polyester material. Bag provides 
a rigid construction with inside reinforcement, 2 main compartments with  
2 smaller side pockets and 2 rear pockets, flexible cord for another luggage, 
with reflective piping and 3M safety stripes. Fastening on rear carrier. 
Volume approx. 45 l.
COLORS: black, black-grey

COURIER
REAR PANIER BAG
Waterproof Design - made of waterproof polyester material Bag provides rigid 
construction with inside soft padding compartment for camera, video camera 
and other electronic products safe transportation and protection. Flexible cord 
for another luggage, arm belt, carry handle. 3M safety piping. Fastening on the 
rear carrier with velcro straps. Expandable volume 8L +  3L.

EXPRESS
REAR PANNIER BAG
Waterproof Design - made of waterproof polyester material. Bag provides 
rigid construction with inside soft padding compartment for camera, video 
camera and other electronic devices safe transportation and protection, side 
expandable compartments. Flexible cord for another luggage, arm belt, carry 
handle. 3M safety piping. Fastening on the rear carrier with velcro straps. 
Expandable volume approx. 10L +  20L. 
COLORS: black
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HOOK
REAR PANNIER BAG
Waterproof Design - bag made of waterproof polyester material. Bag provides 
a rigid construction with inside reinforcement, 2 main compartments with 2 
smaller side pockets and 2 rear pockets and removable top part - can be used 
separately, with flexible cord and grips for another luggage, with reflective 
piping and 3M safety stripes. Fastening on rear carrier. Volume approx. 45 l.
COLORS: black

KB-703
HANDLEBAR BAG WITH CLICK BUCKLE
qUICK RELEASE BRACKET
Waterproof Design - handlebar bag made of waterproof nylon material. Bag 
provides a transparent pocket for map with flexible cord, shock resistant padded 
sides, arm belt, reflective piping and 3M safety stripe, side net pockets for water 
bottle and volume approx. 6 l. Click Buckle quick release bracket.
COLORS: black, silver-black

KB-803
HANDLEBAR BAG WITH VELCRO STRAPS
Fastening with velcro straps. 
COLORS: black, silver-black

CITY
BASKET
front steel basket with brace and fixation under the headset nut  
parameters: 35x25,5x26cm (WxLxH)
load: 5 kg

KICKER
KICKSTAND
for MTB / Cross (26 - 28“) bikes
rubber pads for a better grip and frame protection
TOOLFREE ajustable

KICKBACK
KICKSTAND
for MTB / Cross (26 - 28“) bikes
rubber pads for a better grip 
and frame protection 
TOOLFREE ajustable 
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KLS CROSS Riser
HANDLEBAR
material alloy 6061 P.G. plain gauge aluminum
rise 30mm
back sweep 9º / up sweep 0º
width 600mm
diameter 25.4mm
weight 337g
FINISH: sand blasted black

KLS RACE
HANDLEBAR

material alloy 7075 D.B. double butted aluminum
back sweep 5º
width 600mm

diameter 31.8mm O/S
weight 160g

FINISH: sand blasted black

KLS RACE Riser 
HANDLEBAR
material alloy 7075 D.B. double butted aluminum
rise 15mm 
back sweep 5º / up sweep 4º
width 640mm
diameter 31.8mm O/S
weight 308g
FINISH: sand blasted black

KLS MASTER
HANDLEBAR

material alloy 6061 D.B. 
double butted aluminum

back sweep 5º
width 600mm

diameter 31.8mm O/S
weight 223g

FINISH: white, sand blasted black

KLS MASTER Riser
HANDLEBAR
material alloy 6061 D.B.
double butted aluminum
rise 15mm
back sweep 5º / up sweep 4º
width 640mm
diameter 31.8mm O/S
weight 246g
FINISH: white, sand blasted black

KLS RACE 
STEM
material 3D forged one piece aluminum 6061
diameter 28.6mm
extension 90, 100, 110, 120, 130mm
angle 7°
bar bore 31.8mm O/S
weight 125g
FINISH: white, sand blasted black
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KLS RACE
SEAT POST
material 3D Forged one piece aluminum 6061-T6
length 400mm
diameter 31.6mm
weight 302g
FINISH: sand blasted black, white

KLS MASTER
SEAT POST
material 2D Forged two piece aluminum 6061-T6
length 400mm
diameter 27.2mm
weight: 317g
FINISH: sand blasted black

KLS RACE
SEAT POST
material 3D Forged one piece aluminum 6061-T6
length 400mm
diameter 27.2mm
weight 300g
FINISH: sand blasted black

KLS MASTER
SEAT POST
material 2D Forged two piece aluminum 6061-T6
length 400mm
diameter 31.6mm
weight 322g
FINISH: white, sand blasted black

KLS RACE
SEAT POST
material 3D Forged
one piece aluminum 6061-T6 
length 400mm 
diameter 30.9mm 
weight 302g 
FINISH: sand blasted black,

KLS MASTER
SEAT POST
material 2D Forged two piece aluminum 6061-T6
length 400mm
diameter 30.4mm
weight 325g
FINISH: sand blasted black

KLS MASTER
STEM 
material 3D forged one piece aluminum 6061
diameter 28.6mm
extension 90, 100, 110, 120, 130mm
angle 7°
bar bore 31.8mm O/S
weight 140g
FINISH: white, sand blasted black

KLS CROSS
ADJUSTABLE STEM
material 2D Forged aluminum
diameter 28.6mm
extension 90, 110, 130mm 
angle 0 - 60°
bar bore 25.4mm
weight 265g
FINISH: sand blasted black
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MIRAGE
SADDLE
vacuumed – seamless technology for higher comfort
double density base – kraton rubber for reducing pressure
softrail – flexible connection of rails and shell for better absorbing shocks
zone cut – pressure free zone in sensitive area
high density foam, scale for precise adjustment
size: 275 x 184mm
COLORS: black, white

DRIVELINE
SADDLE
zone cut – pressure free zone in sensitive area
rear and front protection – for higher durability
high density foam, scale for precise adjustment
size: 270 x 153mm
COLORS: blue, green, red, white

MIRAGE LADY
SADDLE
vacuumed – seamless technology for higher comfort
double density base – kraton rubber for reducing pressure
softrail – flexible connection of rails and shell for better absorbing shocks
zone cut – pressure free zone in sensitive area
high density foam, scale for precise adjustment
size: 250 x 161mm
COLORS: black, white

COMFORTLINE
SADDLE
high density foam, scale for easy adjustment
size: 270 x 180mm
COLORS: blue, green, red, white
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COMPONENTS

GRIPS&
Handlebar grips, often overlooked, are an exceedingly 
important addition to your bicycle.

A high quality pair of grips ensure an excellent control 
and comfort therefore it is important to choose them 
carefully. Kellys o�ers various options according to 
your demands: grips with LockOn holders that allow 
for addition of Steron bar ends or extending your 
grip options using simple, but comfortable Exbone 
handles.

BAR ENDS



LOCK-ON GEL
GRIPS
kraton rubber with gel insert to absorb vibrations provides an excellent grip 
and optimal control in all conditions
LockOn - alloy lock rims for slip-free performance and easy mounting
plastic plugs included
width 130mm
COLORS: white, grey

EXBONE 2DENSITY
GRIPS
2Density kraton rubber for soft touch and shock absorption
width 130mm
plastic plugs included
COLORS: red, yellow, white, grey

KLS STERON
LOCKON BAR ENDS
ergonomic shape
for KELLYS LockOn grips
length 60mm

CODEX 2DENSITY
GRIPS
2 density kraton rubber for soft touch and shock absorption
width 128mm
plastic plugs included
COLORS: red, yellow, white, grey

EXBONE
GRIPS
kraton rubber for comfortable grip and long lasting performance
width 130mm
plastic plugs included
COLORS: black

KLS MASTER 
BAR ENDS
ergonomic shape, one piece 6061-T6 aluminum alloy
length 110mm
FINISH: sand blasted black
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KLS GOBI
WATER BOTTLE 0,5L
original KLS design, push pull cap with rubber mouthpiece, made of high 
quality polyethylene, suitable for water, isotonic drinks and other sport 
drinks without CO2 up to 40°C, weight: 76g
COLORS:  black-turquoise, white-lime, transparent grey-grey, red-white

KLS TUNDRA
THERMAL BOTTLE 0,5L
original KLS design, double wall with airspace and alu foil, push pull cap with 
rubber mouthpiece, made of high quality polyethylene, suitable for water, 
isotonic drinks and other sport drinks without CO2 up to 60°C, weight: 131 g
COLORS: white-red, black-grey, silver-yellow, white-lime

KELLYS KAROO
WATER BOTTLE 0,7L
original Kellys design, push pull cap with rubber mouthpiece, made of high 
quality polyethylene, suitable for water, isotonic drinks and other sport 
drinks without CO2 up to 40°C, weight: 87g
COLORS:  black-red, silver-yellow, transparent-red, silver-turquoise

KLS GOBI RAW
WATER BOTTLE 0,5L
original KLS design, push pull cap with rubber mouthpiece, made of high 
quality polyethylene, suitable for water, isotonic drinks and other sport 
drinks without CO2 up to 40°C, weight: 76g
COLORS:  sky-yellow, red-white, white-black, lime-sky

KELLYS KALAHARI
WATER BOTTLE 0,7L
original Kellys design, wide bottle-
neck for easy cleaning and filling, 
soft lockable mouthpiece made of 
soft plastic BergaFlexTM, made of 
high quality polyethylene, suitable 
for water, isotonic drinks and other 
sport drinks without CO2 up to 40°C, 
weight: 117g
COLORS: semi-transparent 
                  anthracite-red,
                  semi-transparent 
                  white-grey

KELLYS SPORT
WATER BOTTLE 0,7L
ergonomic shape and  original design, wide bottle-neck for easy cleaning 
and filling, soft lockable mouthpiece from soft plastic BergaFlexTM, made 
of  high quality and proper hygienic, materials polypropylene Borealis /
Mosten, weight 75g
COLORS: silver, semi-transparent white, red, semi-transparent anthracite
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KLS PODIUM
BOTTLE CAGE
elastic tensioner for a secure bottle hold
material aluminum alloy 5052
including 2 stainless steel bolts
weight 26g
COLORS: black, white, silver

KLS SQUAD
BOTTLE CAGE
material plate aluminum alloy 6061-T5
press-molding
including 2 stainless steel bolts
weight 47g
COLORS: race, lime, blue, sky, green, white

KLS PATRIOT
BOTTLE CAGE
one piece polycarbonate material 
including 2 stainless steel bolts 
weight 33g
COLORS: red, blue, white, black, turquoise

KLS CURE
BOTTLE CAGE
one piece polycarbonate material
including 2 stainless steel bolts
weight 29g
COLORS: white, black, lime

KLS OZZ
BOTTLE CAGE
material aluminum alloy 6463-T5
ABS polyethylene sliders - for comfortable 
insertion of a bottle and its protection
including 2 stainless steel bolts 
weight 56g
COLORS: black, silver

KLS RATIO
BOTTLE CAGE
material aluminum alloy 6463-T5
including 2 stainless steel bolts
weight 59g
COLORS: black, grey, silver
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KLS ADROIT
FOLDING TOOL
compact minitool with chain tool
hardened chromevanadium steel (Cr-V) keys
19-functions, includes:

chain tool with chain hook tire levers 2mm hex 2.5mm hex 3mm hex

4mm hex 5mm hex 6mm hex 8mm hex box wrench 8mm

box wrench 9mm box wrench 10mm Torx 25

philips head screwdriver flat head screwdriver spoke wrench 3.2 / 3.3 / 3.5mm

KLS SCOUT
FOLDING TOOL
compact, lightweight (144g) minitool with chain tool 
hardened chromevanadium steel (CR-V) keys
11 functions, includes:

2mm hex 2.5mm hex 3mm hex 4mm hex 5mm hex 6mm hex

T25 torx philips head screwdriver spoke wrench 3.25 / 3.4mm

flat head screwdriver chain tool

KLS SIMPLER
FOLDING TOOL
compact, small minitool, hardened chromevanadium 
steel (CR-V) hex keys
8 functions, includes:

2mm hex 2.5mm hex 3mm hex 4mm hex 5mm hex 6mm hex

philips head screwdriver flat head screwdriver

KLS CHAINEY
FOLDING TOOL
compact minitool with chain tool, hardened chromevanadium,
steel (CR-V) hex keys
11 functions, includes:
2mm hex 2.5mm hex 3mm hex 4mm hex 5mm hex 6mm hex

8mm hex T25 torx philips head screwdriver flat head screwdriver

chain tool
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COMPONENTS

BRAKE
ACCESSORIES

KLS HEXCODE
ALLENKEYS
hardened chromevanadium steel (Cr-V) keys
with ball ends for up to a 30˚ angle of rotation
10-hex keys, includes:

1.5mm hex 2mm hex 2.5mm hex 3mm hex 4mm hex 5mm hex

6mm hex 8mm hex 10mm hex

KLS JACK
TIRE LEVERS
3 piece set of plastic levers 
large handle provides high leverage,
spoke hook

KLS SPIKE
CHAIN TOOL
2density ergonomic handle
chain hook, repleacable pin
for IG / HG / UG chains
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KLS CONTROLSTOP VR-01 
replacement brake shoes for 
KLS CONTROLSTOP V-01

KLS DUALSTOP VR-01 
replacement brake shoes for 
KLS DUALSTOP V-01

KLS POWERSTOP VR-01 
replacement brake shoes for 
KLS POWERSTOP V-01

KLS CONTROLSTOP V-01
CARTRIDGE
PSC - power/safe/control technology – shorter 
braking distance 
all-weather compound
- dry conditions (red compound)
- wet conditions (grey compound)
antisqueal design
excellent rim cleaning profile
length 72mm

KLS DUALSTOP V-01 
CARTRIDGE 
all-weather compound 
- dry conditions (red compound) 
- wet conditions (black compound) 
antisqueal design 
excellent rim cleaning profile 
length 72mm

KLS POWERSTOP V-01 
CARTRIDGE 
all conditions medium compound 
antisqueal design 
length 72mm

KLS CONTROLSTOP V-02 
PSC - power/safe/control technology – shorter 
braking distance 
all-weather compound
- dry conditions (red compound)
- wet conditions (grey compound)
antisqueal design
excellent rim cleaning profile
length 72mm

KLS DUALSTOP V-02 
all-weather compound 
- dry conditions (red compound) 
- wet conditions (black compound) 
antisqueal design 
excellent rim cleaning profile 
length 72mm 

KLS POWERSTOP V-02 
all conditions medium compound 
antisqueal design 
length 72mm 
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KLS D-12 
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: MAGURA Julie

KLS D-03 
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: SHIMANO XTR, XT, SLX, Deore 

M595

KLS D-08 
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Sole, KLS Helix 3

KLS D-09 
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: FORMULA ORO

KLS D-06 
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Stroker Ryde

KLS D-05 
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Stroker Trail

KLS D-04 
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: SHIMANO Deore M515, M525, Alivio 

M416, M486

KLS D-01 
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: AVID Elixir CR

KLS D-07 
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Prime Expert

KLS D-10 
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: FORMULA Mega

KLS D-02 
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: AVID Juicy

KLS D-11 
ORGANIC COMPOUND
Compatible: MAGURA Louise
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KLS D-04S 
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: SHIMANO Deore M515, M525, Alivio 

M416, M486

KLS D-01S 
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: AVID Elixir CR

KLS D-07S 
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Prime Expert

KLS D-10S 
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: FORMULA Mega

KLS D-05S 
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Stroker Trail

KLS D-02S 
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: AVID Juicy

KLS D-08S 
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Sole, KLS Helix 3

KLS D-11S 
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: MAGURA Louise

KLS D-06S 
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: HAYES Stroker Ryde

KLS D-03S 
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: SHIMANO XTR, XT, SLX, Deore 

M595

KLS D-09S 
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: FORMULA ORO

KLS D-12S 
SINTERED COMPOUND
Compatible: MAGURA Julie
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KLS-901
LED HEAD LIGHT
5 LEDs Super Bright
OPTICAL LENS SYSTEM - for maximum 
lightning power 
2 modes: steady / flashing 
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm
long run time batteries 
AAA batteries 4x1.5V (batteries including) 
COLORS: silver, black 

REBEL
LED HEAD LIGHT
1 LED extra strong
3 modes: steady / economy / flashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
AAA battieries 4 x 1.5V (sold separately)

KLS-903
LED HEAD LIGHT
OPTICAL LENS SYSTEM - for maximum lightning power
2 modes: steady / flashing 
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm
long run time batteries 
AAA batteries 4x1.5V (batteries including) 
COLORS: silver, black 

GUNNER
LED HEAD LIGHT
1 Watt LED 
2 modes: steady / flashing 
quick release TOOLFREE bracket 
AAA battieries 4x1.5V (batteries including)

KLS-902
LED HEAD LIGHT
5 LEDs Super Bright 
OPTICAL LENS SYSTEM - for maximum lightning power 
2 modes: steady / flashing 
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm
long run time batteries 
AAA batteries 3x1.5V (batteries including) 
COLORS: black, silver 

RHL-06
LED HEAD LIGHT
5 white LEDs superbright
2 modes: steady / flashing
TOOLFREE bracket
AAA batteries 3x1.5V (sold separately)
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CROOKER
LED HEAD LIGHT
2 white LED diods Super Bright 
2 modes: steady / flashing 
fastening with velcro strap
CR2032 batteries 2x3V included 
COLORS: red, white, black, silver 

CROOKER
SAFETY TAIL LIGHT
2 white LED diods Super Bright 
2 modes: steady / flashing
fastening with Velcro strap
CR2032 batteries 2x3V included
COLORS: red, white, black, silver 

KLS FOCUS SET
LED HEAD LIGHT
4 white LEDs superbright
2 modes: steady / flashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm
AAA batteries 4x1.5V included

KLS STRIKE SET
LED HEAD LIGHT
1 Watt LED ultrabright
2 modes: steady / flashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm
AAA batteries 3x1.5V included

KLS NIGHTWATCH SET
LED HEAD LIGHT
4 white LEDs superbright
2 modes: steady / flashing
horizontal adjustable (30°)
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
suitable for handlebar ø 25,4-31,8mm
AAA batteries 4x1.5V included

SAFETY TAIL LIGHT
1 LED 0.5W - OPTICAL LENS system/ 
2 LEDs superbright
2 modes: steady / flashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
AAA batteries 2x1.5V included

SAFETY TAIL LIGHT
4 red LEDs superbright
2 modes: steady / flashing
quick release bracket
2xCR2030 battery included

SAFETY TAIL LIGHT
5 red LEDs superbright
2 modes: steady / flashing
quick release TOOL FREE bracket
AAA batteries 2x1.5V included
COLORS: silver, black
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KLS RHL-07
SAFETY TAIL LIGHT
5 red LEDs superbright
4 modes: steady / flashing / random / running
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
AAA batteries 2x1.5V (sold separately)

KLS-305
SAFETY TAIL LIGHT
5 red LEDs superbright,
2 modes: steady / flashing
low battery indicator, quick release bracket
AAA batteries 2x1.5V included

PULSAR WHITE
LED HEAD LIGHT
1 white LED superbright
2 modes: steady / flashing 
fastening with flexible strap

KLS RHL-08R
SAFETY TAIL LIGHT
4 red LEDs superbright 
OPTICAL LENS system - for maximum power 
2 modes: steady / flashing
quick release TOOLFREE bracket
AAA batteries 3x1.5V (sold separately)

KLS-301 
SAFETY TAIL LIGHT
5 red LEDs
3 modes: steady / flashing / random
quick release TOOL FREE bracket
AAA batteries 2x1.5V included

KLS RHL-02
SAFETY TAIL LIGHT
5 red LEDs superbright
4 modes: steady / flashing / random / running 
quick release TOOL FREE bracket
AAA batteries 2x1.5V (sold separately)

PULSAR RED
SAFETY TAIL LIGHT
1 red LED superbright
2 modes: steady / flashing
fastening with flexible strap
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COMPONENTS
CYCLING

COMPUTERS

Do you enjoy cycling? Has it become a hobby to the point, 
that you have a goal to ride a certain amount of kilome-
ters per season? Do you want to hit a speed limit or ride a 
certain distance when on holiday with the kids?

This is not possible without an accurate count of passed 
kilometers and measure of your current speed. You will 
find the solution in the o�er of Kellys cycling comput-
ers which includes simpler wired and wireless versions, 
as well as more advanced models currently repre-
sented by the Counter model available in three colour 
versions.

KLS KCC-16 WL
WIRELESS CYCLE COMPUTER
16 functions:
- speedometer / tripmeter (DST)
- odometer (ODO) / auto trip timer (TM)
- maximum speed (MXS) / digital clock
- 12/24 hour selectable / average speed (AVS)
- scan (of functions DST, MXS, AVS, TM)
- freeze frame memory / speed comparator (+ / -)
- speed tendency (acceleration or decelaration)
- odometer save function / maintenance program
- temperature (-10°C to + 50°C)
- °C / F selection
double space LCD display offers easy read-out
click release system, single-piece sensor
including mounting bracket for handlebar

KLS KCC-13
CYCLE COMPUTER
13 functions:
- speedometer / tripmeter (DST)
- odometer (ODO)  / auto trip timer (TM)
- maximum speed (MXS) / digital clock
- 12/24 hour selectable / average speed (AVS)
- scan (of functions DST, MXS, AVS, TM)
- freeze frame memory / speed comparator (+ / -)
- speed tendency (acceleration or decelaration)
- odometer save function
- auto start/stop function
double space LCD display offers easy read-out
click release system, single-piece sensor
including mounting bracket for handlebar

KLS KCC-09
CYCLE COMPUTER
9 functions:
- speedometer / tripmeter (DST)
- odometer (ODO) / auto trip timer (TM) 
- maximum speed (MXS) / digital clock
- average speed (AVS)
- scan (of functions DST, MXS, AVS, TM)
- speed comparator (+ / -)
- auto start/stop function
double space LCD display offers easy read-out
click release system, single-piece sensor
including mounting bracket for handlebar

KLS COUNTER
CYCLE COMPUTER
14 functions: clock 12/24 Hour, current speed, average speed, maximum speed (MXS), 
speed comparison (+ / -), 2 wheels size adjustment, trip time, trip distance, total distance 
(ODO 1 and ODO 2), total odometer, calorie consumption, backlight,  temperature, 
automatic Start / Stop, big space LCD display offers easy read-out,
including mounting bracket for handlebar or stem
COLORS: silver, black, white
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KLS SHIELD R
MUDGUARD
rear mudguard
rear mudguard with SqR System – Smart quick Release System. 
qR system for all seatposts diameters
mudguard holder with an adjustable angle

KLS SHIELD F
MUDGUARD
front mudguard
suitable for all types of frame tubes
fixation by flexible mounting straps
simple mounting on the downtube

KLS FUSE
MUDGUARD
front and rear mudguard
including two clamp diameters 
for all frame types
adjustable rear mudguard holder

KLS KNIGHT
MUDGUARD
front and rear mudguard
front mudguard with Turner system - Two position quick release system
rear mudguard with SqR System - Smart quick Release System.
qR system for all seatposts diameters
rear mudguard holder with two joints and an adjustable angle

KLS THUNDER
MUDGUARD
front and rear mudguard
rear mudguard holder with two joints and an adjustable angle
simple and quick mounting
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BLOWMASTER PRO
FLOOR PUMP
light weight floor pump with anodized alloy body
reversible Schrader / Presta head system
with extra Velo valve adapter
- universal for each valves types
with 2” high pressure gauge  (bar/psi)

BLOWHORN PRO
FLOOR PUMP
light weight plastic floor pump with wide foot 
base for sure footing ergonomically shaped 
handle for single hand  and dual hand pumping
with 2” high pressure gauge (bar/psi)

MAGNUM
FLOOR PUMP
strong alloy floor pump
with 2” high pressure gauge (bar/psi)
dual head for Schrader / Presta valve
ergonomic handle with rubber grip zones
super tough base with steel plate
anodized alloy body in titanium color 

BLOWGUN
FLOOR PUMP
extra long two-stage steel foor pump
patented dual piston with two-stage mechanism (high pressure/big volume)
dual head for AV (Schrader) / FV (Presta) valve
antislip ergonomic handle for better grip
with extra set for ball inserted in the handle
big pressure gauge (Bar / PSI)
stable steel base
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DOUBLY ECO
TELESCOPIC MINIPUMP
made of plastic
dual head for Schrader / Presta valve 
with thumblock lever
ergonomic T-handle
high  pressure / big volume locking 
system
including bracket
weight: 111 g

NITRO
MINIPUMP
compact light and small plastic 
minipump
length only 180mm
lockable handle with rubber grip zones
alloy inner barrel thumblock lever
reversible Schrader / Presta head 
system
including bracket 
weight 95g

KP-202
MINIPUMP
compact lightweight plastic body 
space in the handle for repair set  
or tools
reversible Schrader / Presta head 
system
including bracket 
weight 58g

KLS GUST
MINIPUMP
combination of aluminium alloy 
barrel and plastic handle
retractable 13cm hose with 
Schrader valve 
brass Presta adapter included 
thread on valve engagement
weight:  87 g

SMART TELESCOPE
MINIPUMP
anodized alloy body
telescope - more air per stroke
thumblock lever
reversible Schrader / Presta head 
system
including bracket
weight 112g

KP-204 
TELESCOPE
MINIPUMP
compact lightweight plastic body
telescope - more air per stroke
space in the handle for repair set 
or tools
thumblock lever
reversible Schrader / Presta head 
system
including bracket 
weight 91g

KP-203
HIGH-PRESSURE PUMP
for most types of air forks and 
rear shocks
anodized alloy body with high 
pressure
gauge (bar/psi) 
micro adjust air control button 
ergonomic handle for better grip 
patented flexible hose connection

DOUBLY
MINIPUMP
made of aluminium alloy
dual head for
Schrader / Presta valve
thumblock lever
ergonomic T-handle
including frame bracket
weight 146g

CLASSIC
MINIPUMP
combination of minipump with 
performance of classic floor pump
made of aluminium alloy
hose ergonomically nested in oval 
alloy barrel
reversible head for
Schrader / Presta valve 
foldable T-handle
integrated metal pedestal,
including frame bracket
weight 209g
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KL-052
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK WITH BRACKET
diameter of braided steel wire Ø5.6mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø12mm
2 keys - one in normal version - the second one 
with a luminous LED diode
LEngth: 1200mm

KL-001
COMBINATION SPIRAL CABLE LOCK 
diameter of  braided steel wire Ø3,8mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø8mm
LEngth: 1000mm

KL-072
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
diameter of braided steel wire Ø5.6mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø12mm
2 keys - one in normal version - the second one 
with a luminous LED diode
dust protector, including bracket
LEngthS: 800mm, 1200mm, 1500mm

KLS JOLLY
CABLE LOCK
COVERED BY SOFT RUBBER
inner braided wire Ø4,5 mm
outer diameter Ø12 mm
LEnght: 650 mm
COLORS: black, sky, lime, red

KLS CORD
CABLE LOCK WITH STEEL LOCK HEAD
inner braided wire Ø3,8 mm
outer diameter Ø8 mm
LEnght: 800 mm
COLOR: smoke black

KL-051
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
diameter of braided steel wire Ø4.5mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø10mm
2 keys - one in normal version - the second one 
with a luminous LED diode
LEngthS: 650mm, 1200mm, 1500mm, 1800mm

KL-053
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
diameter of braided steel wire Ø7mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø15mm
2 keys - one in normal version - the second one 
with a luminous LED diode
LEngthS: 800mm, 1200mm, 1500mm

KL-071
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
diameter of braided steel wire Ø4.5mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø10mm
2 keys - one in normal version - the second one 
with a luminous LED diode
dust protector, including bracket
LEngthS: 650mm, 1200mm, 1500mm

KL-052
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
diameter of braided steel wire Ø5.6mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø12mm
2 keys - one in normal version - the second one 
with a luminous LED diode
LEngthS: 800mm, 1200mm, 1500mm

KL-002
COMBINATION SPIRAL CABLE LOCK 
diameter of braided steel wire Ø5,6mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø12mm
re-settable PIN code, with the seatpost bracket
LEngth: 1000mm

KL-073
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
diameter of braided steel wire Ø7mm
outer diameter of lock-body Ø15mm
2 keys - one in normal version - the second one 
with a luminous LED diode
dust protector, including bracket
LEngthS: 800mm, 1200mm, 1500mm

KLS ALERT
STEEL LOCK
U-Lock made of hardened steel
simple locking mechanism
PVC cover to protect the frame
dImmEnSIOnS: 130x205mm
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K-3218S
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
outer diameter of lock-body Ø12mm, 2 keys
LEngth: 1800mm

K-3212S
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
outer diameter of lock-body Ø12mm, 2 keys
LEngth: 1200mm

KLS PORT
PEDALS
plastic pedal for MTB/CROSS/TREKKING
body: plastic with non-slip rubber surface
axle: boron steel
bearings: ball bearings
size:  112x77 mm
weight: 323g

KLS CLIP
PEDALS
plastic pedal for MTB/CROSS/TREKKING
with Clip-in system
SPD compatibile cleats are included
body: aluminium, one side with non-slip rubber 
surface, other side with Clip-in system
axle: Cr-Mo  steel
bearings: ball bearings
size:  103x63 mm

KLS DRIFTER
PEDALS
BMX/MTB Nylon composite pedals
body: nylon composite
axle: boron steel
bearings: ball bearings
size: 100x96 mm
weight: 366 g
COLORS: black, purple, light blue

K-825S
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
outer diameter of lock-body Ø6mm
2 keys, including bracket
LEngth: 800mm

KLS FLAT
PEDALS
plastic pedal for MTB/CROSS/TREKKING
body: plastic
axle: boron steel
bearings: ball bearings
size:  112x77 mm
weight: 323g

KLS TRAIL
PEDALS
aluminium pedal for CROSS/TREKKING/CITY
body: aluminium with non-slip rubber surface
axle: boron steel
bearings: ball bearings
size:  108x84,5 mm
weight: 390g

K-1026S
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
outer diameter of lock-body Ø8mm
2 keys, including bracket
LEngth: 1000mm
COLORS: black, red, blue

KLS URBAN
PEDALS
plastic pedal for CROSS/TREKKING/CITY
body: plastic with non-slip rubber surface
axle: boron steel
bearings: ball bearings
size:  106x84,5 mm
weight: 320g

KLS MASTER
PEDALS
aluminium pedal for MTB/CROSS/TREKKING
body: aluminium
axle: Cr-Mo steel
bearings: ball bearings
size:  101x63 mm
weight: 262g

K-3215S
SPIRAL CABLE LOCK
outer diameter of lock-body  Ø12mm, 2 keys
LEngth: 1500mm

KLS DIGGER
PEDALS
BMX/MTB Aluminum pedals
body: Aluminum alloy
axle: Cr-Mo alloy
bearings: ball bearings
size: 110x110 mm
weight: 570 g
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CROSS 2 F
rim: KLS Draft, double wall - 32 h
size: 622x19, hub: silver alloy with qR system, U.C.P. steel spokes

CROSS 2 R
rim: KLS Draft, double wall - 32 h
size: 622x19, hub: SHIMANO FH-RM30, 8-speed with qR system, 
U.C.P. steel spokes

MTB 1 F
rim: KLS Event, single wall - 36 h
size: 559x19, hub: nut type, silver alloy, U.C.P. steel spokes

MTB 1 R
rim: KLS Event, single wall - 36 h
size: 559x19, hub: 7-speed, nut type, silver alloy, U.C.P. steel spokes

MTB 2 F
rim: KLS Event, single wall - 36 h
size: 559x19, hub: 7-speed with qR-System, silver alloy, U.C.P. steel spokes

MTB 2 R
rim: KLS Event, single wall - 36 h
size: 559x19, hub: 7-speed with qR-System, silver alloy, U.C.P. steel spokes

MTB 3 F
rim: KLS Draft, double wall - 32 h
size: 559x19, hub: silver alloy with qR-system, U.C.P. steel spokes

MTB 3 R
rim: KLS Draft, double wall - 32 holes
size: 559x19, hub: SHIMANO FH-RM30, 8-speed with qR system, 
U.C.P. steel spokes

WHEELS
CROSS 1 F
rim: KLS Event, single wall - 36 h
size: 622x19, hub: nut type, silver alloy, U.C.P. steel spokes

CROSS 1 R
rim: KLS Event, single wall - 36 h
size: 622x19, hub: 7-speed, nut type, silver alloy, U.C.P. steel spokes

KBIX INNER TUBES
high quality butyl inner tubes
air pressure long-term stability
excelent resistance against puncture
AVAILABLE SIZES:
47/57 - 559/584 (26 X 1.9 / 2.125) AV 35MM
47/57 - 559/584 (26 X 1.9 / 2.125) AV 48MM
47/57 - 559/584 (26 X 1.9 / 2.125) FV 32MM
47/57 - 559/584 (26 X 1.9 / 2.125) FV 48MM
47/57 - 559/584 (26 X 1.9 / 2.125) DV 26.5MM
35/44 - 622/630 (700 X 35 / 43C) AV 35MM
35/44 - 622/630 (700 X 35 / 43C) AV 48MM
35/44 - 622/630 (700 X 35 / 43C) FV 32MM
35/44 - 622/630 (700 X 35 / 43C) FV 48MM
35/44 - 622/630 (700 X 35 / 43C) DV 26.5MM
18/23 - 622/630 (700 X 18 / 23C) FV 32MM
18/23 - 622/630 (700 X 18 / 23C) FV 48MM

TUBE REPAIR KIT
show box consist of 50 plastic boxes
plastic box consist of:
5ml of glue, 2pcs of 20mm round patches, 4pcs of 25mm round patches,
2pcs of 24x35mm square patches, 1pc of metal rasp, 1pc of chalk,
instruction manual 
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Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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COBRA
CROSS-COUNTRY TIRE
50 - 559 (26 x 2.0) 
semi-slick tread design 
low rolling resistance 

GRIPPEN
CROSS-COUNTRY TIRE
54 - 559 (26 x 2.1)
directional ramped knob design
specified for rear wheel 

FLASH
CROSS-COUNTRY TIRE
54 - 559 (26 x 2.1)
directional arrowed knob design
specified for front wheel 

CAMP
CROSS / TREKKING TIRE
40 - 622 (700 x 38C) grooved slick center 
provides low rolling  resistance 

SNAKE
ALL-TERRAIN TIRE
50 - 559 (26 x 1.95)
center knob design for reduced rolling resistance
front or rear

SOFTLINE
CROSS / TREKKING TIRE
40 - 622 (700 x 38C)
slick center for reduced rolling resistance
wedge side knob design for a good traction
on off-road terrain 

black with
reflective line

black with
red line

black
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IRELAND
A.B. CYCLE FACtORS Ltd.
14A SOUTH SUMMER STREET
DUBLIN 8
tel.: +353 1 4532777
fax: +353 1 4544793
email: abcycles@eircom.net

ISRAEL 
mnm BIKE Ltd.
DAFNA 1539 STREET, P.O.B 303
99875 ZUR-HADASSA
ISRAEL
tel: 972 54 224 22 54
e-mail: sales@mnm-bikes.com 

ITALY
ARC En CIEL SRL
C.SO BRUNELLESCHI 81
10141 TORINO
ITALY
tel.: +39 348 316 04 03
page: www.arcenciel.it 
e-mail: info@arenciel.it

KAZAKHSTAN
VELLOLImP
MOSCOW, UL. ELEKTRODNAYA, DOM 2
tel./fax: +7 (495) 788 19 52
e-mail: info@veloolimp.ru
www.veloolimp.ru 

LATVIA
mULtISPORt Lda.
GAROZES 1
LV-1004 RIGA
tel.: +371 762 6025
fax: +371 789 2053
e-mail: jurism@fans.lv     

LITHUANIA
UAB POSItUS
MYBIKE
BALTU AVE.13
LT-48236, LITHUANIA
tel./fax: +370 3735 00 95
e-mail: info@positus.lt 
www.positus.lt

NORWAY
tEmPO AS
TORVLIA 14
1739 BORGENHAUGEN
tel: +47 69 100 570
fax: +47 69 166 252
e-mail: john@tempoas.no
www.tempoas.no

POLAND
KELLYS Sp. z.o.o.
UL. MŁYŃSKA 11
55-200 OŁAWA
tel.: +48 71 318 88 77
fax: +48 71 318 88 99
e-mail: infopl@kellysbike.com

PORTUGAL
ALEXAndRE dIAS Lda
AV. VILLAGARCIA DE AROSA, 1060
4450-300 MATOSINHOS
tel.: +351 229 398 990
fax: +351 229 398 993
e-mail:  alex.dias@mail.telepac.pt 
page: www.alexandredias.net

ROMANIA
BICIShOP EXtREm SRL
CAL. GIULESTI Nr.551A, ET. MANS, AP. CAMERA 3
050182 MUNICIPIUL BUCURESTI, SECTOR 6
tel.: 0726 / 66 38 77
e-mail: shop@bicishop.ro   
www.bicishop.ro

RUSSIA
VELLOLImP
MOSCOW, UL. ELEKTRODNAYA, DOM 2
tel./fax: +7 (495) 788 19 52
e-mail: info@veloolimp.ru
www.veloolimp.ru

SERBIA
nEOBIKE d.O.O.
TOLSTOJEVA 14
210 00 NOVI SAD
tel.: +381 21 542 216
fax: +381 21 542 217
e-mail: neobike@ptt.yu
www.neobike.co.yu

SLOVAKIA
KELLYS BICYCLES s.r.o.
SLNEČNÁ 374
922 01 VEĽKÉ ORVIŠTE 
tel.: +421 333 213 111
fax: +421 333 213 199
e-mail: kellys@kellysbike.com

SPAIN
SELLIng SPORt S.L.
FCO. ARITIO NO 156 - 158 POL. IND.
NUDO OESTE
CP 19004 GUADALAJARA, SPAIN
tel.: +34 949 20 7557
fax: +34 949 20 7564
e-mail: info@prolightcomponents.com
www.prolightcomponents.com

SWITZERLAND / 
LIECHTENSTEIN
FLAIKA Ag
OBERGASS 24 / PF 203
FL-9494 SCHAAN
LIECHTENSTEIN
tel.: +41 79 419 92 44
fax: +41 81 756 66 66
e-mail: rene.osterhues@flaika.li
www.kellysbike.ch

TAIWAN
UnI-VICtOR Int’L CORP.
NO. 1, RENHUAGONG 10th RD., DALI DIST., 
TAICHUNG 41278
TAIWAN
tel.: +886 4 249 16 008
fax: +886 4 249 16 007
e-mail: infotw@kellysbike.com

TURKEY 
YASmIn tEKStIL SAn. VE dIS tICAREt A.S.
OTAKÇILAR CADDESSI No: 60, EYÜP
34050 ISTAMBUL
tel.: +90 212 5765622
fax: +90 212 5671991
e-mail: izzet@yasminsports.com
www.yasminsports.com

UKRAINE
VELOKIEV gROUP
3-A, KOMBAJNEROV STR.
03061 KIEV
tel./fax: +380 44 331 9050
e-mail: admin@kellys.com.ua
www.kellys.com.ua

AUSTRIA
KELLYS BICYCLES s.r.o.
SLNECNA 374
922 01 VELKE ORVISTE 
tel.: +421 333 213 111
fax: +421 333 213 199
e-mail: kellys@kellysbike.com

BELARUS
VELLOLImP
MOSCOW, UL. ELEKTRODNAYA, DOM 2
tel./fax: +7 (495) 788 19 52
e-mail: info@veloolimp.ru
www.veloolimp.ru

CROATIA
L. K. d. d.O.O. KUtInA
A.G. MATOSA 12
KUTINA
tel. / fax: +385 (0)44 683 504
e-mail: mbjelajac@inet.hr
www.bikeshop.hr

CYPRUS
tASOS ALEtRAS Ltd.
266 TSERIOU AVENUE
2044 NICOSIA STROVOLOS
tel.: +35 722 321015
fax: +35 722 321731
e-mail: info@aletras-megabike.com
www.aletras-megabike.com

CZECH REPUBLIC
KELLYS BICYCLES CZECh REPUBLIC s.r.o.
HAVLÍČKOVA 426
753 01 HRANICE
tel.: +420 581 698  810
fax: +420 581 698 819
e-mail: infocz@kellysbike.com

ESTONIA
VELOPLUS
SAKU 3
11314 TALLINN
tel.: +372 6 556 977
fax: +372 6 556 308
e-mail: veloplus@veloplus.ee 
www.veloplus.ee

FRANCE
CYCLES ChRIStOPhA
100, RUE DE L‘ ILE NAPOLEON
681 70 RIXHEIM
tel.: +33 (0)389619708
fax: +33 (0)389618719

GERMANY
KELLYS BICYCLES dEUtSChLAnd
AM WALDBERG 15
12683 BERLIN
tel.: +49 (0)30 510 61 837
fax: +49 (0)30 510 61 838
e-mail: kellysdeutschland@kellysbike.com

GREECE
m BIKES SPORtS On WhEELS
THESSALONIKI, P.SYNDIKA 59
tel.: +30 2310 886 545
fax: +30 2310 886 546
e-mail: mbikes@mbikes.gr
www.mbikes.gr

HUNGARY
KELLYS BICYCLES s.r.o.
SLNECNA 374
922 01 VELKE ORVISTE
SLOVAK REPUBLIC
tel.: +36 20 9755 732
fax: +421 333 213 199
e-mail: infohu@kellysbike.com
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